
novels and our plays are all wrong.
They do not glorify the "kind of love
I have mentioned which, after all, is
the only kind that endures. But all
the talent, yes all the genius in the
world, is being poured out in minis-
tering to the great passion.

" Tm not going to try to think of
mt any longer. I have youth and

health and at least a modicum of
common sense and I have determined
that when I think I am in love again
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HORSES TO STREET
Garfield and Madison

staged a
fire

a to L. Taylor at
2943-4- 5 W. flames,
caused by a leaky

will not be blinded or my
sanity clouded byany girlish
of romance. love to me
again, I a man a real an
honest man to bring it, and
he I'll place my hand in his
and go to the hilltop and

the of
"Ruth sighed. are still an In-

corrigible romanticist, Paula, even if
you acknowledge it,' she
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GATHER COAL IN GO-CART- S

picture shows the difficulty in England in getting coal for the
home. Poor and rich alike are forced to carry their own coal, the rich in
automobiles, the poor in and go-ca- picture was taken at
Battersea.
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'BOYS PLAY COWBOY WHEN FIRE save their lives. They dashed out of
DRIVES

Park street
regular wild west horse

show last night when destroyed
barn belonging R.

Lake st. When
gas pipe,

out, 175 horses were turned loose to

my eyes
ideas

When comes
want man,

when
comes

smiling
down slope life.'

Tou

said."
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The

bags This

broke

won't

the barn in a panic. Boys in neigh
borhood, spurred to activity by an
offer of 25 cents for each horse cap-
tured, played cowboy. Eight animals
had to be shot. Twenty others may
die. Forty were owned by the gov-
ernment None of these were hurt.
Fire damage was $10,000.
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